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Artist: *MYSELF*
Title: Punk Floyd UK Remix EP
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034726624
Cat No: BPP4210
Distribution: Global  

Artist: Sarah Saunders
Title: Fallen
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034727558
Cat No: BPP4198
Distribution: Global

Artist: Dale Bozzio
Title: I Would Die For You
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Pop
UPC: 881034728524
Cat No: BPP4047
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
*MYSELF* has released an electrifying 
new Punk Floyd UK Remix EP! Remix-
ing the rock'n'roll flavours that he 
already has got going, this EP will blow 
your mind. Check it out now - you 
know you want to!

About this release:
Move over Evanescence & Christina Aguilera SARAH 
SAUNDERS is here! Her brand new single “Fallen” 
has hit the floors n’ stores and we just can’t get 
enough of it!. This record was produced by Damien 
Reilly, Petros from Petrophonic Records and the Halo 
Productions Team in the UK. The track was a 
combined effort between Blue Pie's UK production 
partners Halo Productions and the Sydney + 
Melbourne team of Damien and Petros. A special 
note of thanks goes to Mark Haughton for 
organising the connection to Halo in the UK.Sarah 
power smashes through the vocals with intensity 
and a dynamic range only a few can match. This 
young, fresh rock-fuelled queen demands your 
attention. Download your copy of “Fallen” now!

About this release:
What some people are defining as an 
“electro goth tribute to Prince”! This crazy 
remake of Prince’s “I Would Die For You” 
by Dale Bozzio has been unleashed to the 
masses and people are loving it! Dale 
takes on an electronica edge to her usual 
‘out there’ style upon the composition of 
this brilliant tune and it’s worked. The 
beat, the melody, the sythns – she just 
knows how to get things right. To get the 
latest news on Dale check out her 
website at www.dalebozzioofficial.com
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Artist: Crow 7
Title: Light My Dungeon
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Rock
UPC: 881034742544
Cat No: BPP4210
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
“Light My Dungeon” is the new and 
inspiring album from German-band Crow 
7. The songwriters of the band simply 
know how to write powerful lyrics and 
back it up with powerful bohemian rock. 
Woodhouse Studios completed the final 
mix and mastering, which assures any fan 
that it will be one of the best sounding 
albums yet! Get hold of this '80s rock 
inspured album, and purchase it today! For 
more updates and news on Crow 7, head 
to their website: www.crow7.de Or their 
MySpace at: www.myspace.com/crow7ve 
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